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ABSTRACT
Cluster mergers leave distinct signatures in the ICM in the form of shocks and diffuse cluster radio
sources that provide evidence for the acceleration of relativistic particles. However, the physics of
particle acceleration in the ICM is still not fully understood. Here we present new 1–4 GHz Jansky Very
Large Array (VLA) and archival Chandra observations of the HST Frontier Fields Cluster Abell 2744.
In our new VLA images, we detect the previously known ∼ 2.1 Mpc radio halo and ∼ 1.5 Mpc radio
relic. We carry out a radio spectral analysis from which we determine the relic’s injection spectral
index to be αinj = −1.12± 0.19. This corresponds to a shock Mach number of M = 2.05+0.31−0.19 under
the assumption of diffusive shock acceleration. We also find evidence for spectral steepening in the
post-shock region. We do not find evidence for a significant correlation between the radio halo’s
spectral index and ICM temperature. In addition, we observe three new polarized diffuse sources and
determine two of these to be newly discovered giant radio relics. These two relics are located in the
southeastern and northwestern outskirts of the cluster. The corresponding integrated spectral indices
measure −1.81 ± 0.26 and −0.63 ± 0.21 for the SE and NW relics, respectively. From an X-ray
surface brightness profile we also detect a possible density jump of R = 1.39+0.34−0.22 co-located with the
newly discovered SE relic. This density jump would correspond to a shock front Mach number of
M = 1.26+0.25−0.15.
Keywords: Galaxies: clusters: individual (Abell 2744) — Galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium —
Radiation mechanisms: non-thermal — X-rays: galaxies: clusters
1. INTRODUCTION
In the standard ΛCDM cosmological model, galaxy
clusters form via a hierarchical sequence of merging
connorjjpearce@gmail.com
events of smaller structures, growing from small groups
of galaxies to major clusters. Cluster mergers, driven
by the gravitational interaction of the dominant dark
matter, can release up to 1063 − 1064 ergs of energy on
timescales of ∼ Gyr (one cluster crossing time). Shocks
are driven into the ICM during such mergers which dis-
sipate the energy into heating the gas, along with the
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subsequent turbulent ICM motions that follow.
Part of the energy that is dissipated during these colli-
sions could be fed into (re-)accelerating relativistic par-
ticles and amplifying the ICM magnetic field, resulting
in cluster-scale diffuse synchrotron radiation. At radio
wavelengths we see evidence of this acceleration in the
form of radio halos and radio relics (for reviews see Fer-
etti et al. (2012); Brunetti & Jones (2014)).
Radio halos are large (& 1 Mpc) diffuse radio sources
located in the centre of a cluster. They have a smooth
regular morphology and are unpolarized down to a few
percent level. Their emission typically follows the ob-
served thermal X-ray emission and has a steep spectrum
(α . −1). Radio relics are irregularly shaped sources of
a similar scale to halos (∼ 0.5–2.0 Mpc), but are located
in the cluster periphery and polarized at the 10-60%
level, indicating the presence of ordered magnetic fields.
Like halos, they also have steep synchrotron spectra.
A strong correlation between cluster-scale synchrotron
emission and cluster mergers is observed due to the fact
that these radio sources are preferentially found in dy-
namically disturbed systems (Cassano 2010). The exact
origin of the radio emission in these features is still being
debated. The main problem is reconciling the relatively
short radiative lifetime of the electron (∼ 108 yrs) with
the Mpc size and ∼Gyr age of these sources. There-
fore some form of an in-situ acceleration process must
be occurring (Jaffe 1977).
For radio halos the current theories are that of tur-
bulent re-acceleration (primary models, Brunetti et al.
2001; Petrosian 2001), and the production of secondary
electrons during collisions between thermal ICM protons
and cosmic ray protons trapped in the ICM (secondary
models, Dennison 1980).
Radio relics are subdivided into three categories: giant
radio relics, AGN relics, and radio phoenices (Kemp-
ner et al. 2004). Giant radio relics are Mpc-size arc-
like sources of synchrotron radiation. The leading the-
ory behind their formation is that of shock acceleration
(Enßlin et al. 1998; Drury 1983) of either thermal or
pre-accelerated fossil electrons from AGN or other radio
galaxy activity (e.g. Markevitch et al. 2005; Giacintucci
et al. 2008; Kang & Ryu 2011; Pinzke et al. 2013; van
Weeren et al. 2017b), although other models exist (Fu-
jita et al. 2015).
Radio phoenices are also believed to be caused by
shocks. However, in this case the shocks only adia-
batically compresses fossil relativistic plasma from AGN
(Enßlin & Gopal-Krishna 2001; van Weeren et al. 2011;
de Gasperin et al. 2015). AGN relics on the other
hand are regions/lobes of fossil plasma from radio galax-
ies without any re-acceleration/compression having oc-
curred.
In this paper we present a radio spectral analysis of
the merging cluster Abell 2744 from Jansky Very Large
Array (VLA) observations at 1–4 GHz. With these ob-
servations we study the nature of the diffuse radio emis-
sion in this cluster. In Section 2 we provide an overview
of Abell 2744, describing the results of previous X-ray,
radio, and optical studies. In Section 3 we explain the
calibration and reduction processes used for both the X-
ray and radio data. In Section 4 we present the radio
maps constructed at various resolutions along with the
associated spectral index maps. Integrated radio spec-
tra and a polarization vector map are also shown. In
Section 5 we discuss the application of our results to the
current proposed synchrotron acceleration theories. We
extract radial profiles of the spectral index across both
the radio relic and halo, and perform an analysis of the
spectral index variation across the radio halo. Three
previously unobserved diffuse sources are discussed in
more detail. The results are summarized in Section 6.
Throughout this paper we assume a flat, ΛCDM cos-
mology with H0 = 70 kms
−1 Mpc−1, matter density
Ωm = 0.3 and dark energy density ΩΛ = 0.7 (Bennett
et al. 2014). At the cluster’s redshift, 1′ corresponds to
a scale of ∼ 272 kpc.
Cluster, foreground and lensed compact radio sources
will be discussed in detail in a separate paper.
2. ABELL 2744
Abell 2744 is a complex merger event located at z =
0.308. Owing to its virial mass and large area of high
magnification, it was chosen as one of the HST Frontier
Field clusters (Lotz et al. 2014, 2016).
X-ray observations have revealed several substructures
near the centre, including cold and dense remnant gas
cores to the north and south, a prominent hot gas
cloud between the two main galaxy groups, as well as
an additional X-ray luminous structure to the north-
west (Kempner & David 2004). Kinematic studies also
showed a bimodal velocity dispersion in the cluster cen-
tre, with a third group of cluster members associated
with the Northwestern X-ray peak (Boschin et al. 2006;
Braglia et al. 2009).
The merger scenario for this cluster is that of a pri-
mary, bullet-like merger event (Markevitch et al. 2002)
that took place in the N-S direction with a large line-
of-sight (LOS) component to the merger axis, and that
a secondary event is occurring with the infall of a third
sub-cluster (Kempner & David 2004). From X-ray anal-
ysis it was suggested that the merger mass ratio of the
sub-clusters is roughly equal (Kempner & David 2004)
though it was unclear if the dominant massive cluster
core was located to the South (Owers et al. 2011) or the
North (Kempner & David 2004). The role of the North-
west sub-cluster is also debated; with recent analysis of
Chandra data by Owers et al. (2011) suggesting it is
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actually likely in a post, off-centre, core passage phase
heading towards the North/Northeast.
A more complicated explanation was suggested by
Merten et al. (2011) who conducted a detailed gravita-
tional lensing analysis of the cluster. They identify four
distinct substructures corresponding to peaks in surface
mass density, including a prominent Southern core, a
Northern clump, a Northwestern clump of dark mat-
ter separated from the known interloper gas cloud, and
a Western ‘Ghost’ substructure completely stripped of
gas. In order to explain the positional offset of the dark
matter peaks and X-ray brightness peaks, they suggest
a complex merger scenario in which an initial NE-SW
merger caused a ‘slingshot’ effect in a second, almost si-
multaneous NW-SE merger event (see figure 9 of Merten
et al. 2011).
More recently, a weak-lensing analysis of A2744
was conducted by Medezinski et al. (2016) using new
Subaru/Suprime-Cam images. They identified four sim-
ilar substructures as Merten et al. (2011) but determined
a much reduced mass for the Northern Core, and in-
stead identified a more prominent Northeastern Core.
They therefore proposed that a major merger event oc-
curred in the East-West direction with another taking
place in the North-South direction just East of centre,
that pushed the main cluster gas towards the North-
west. Based on multiple N-body simulations they find
the ‘slingshot’ scenario offered by Merten et al. (2011)
unlikely. Instead, based on the observation of two as-
sociated dark matter peaks, they suggest that the in-
terloper is the result of a third, minor off-axis merger
event between two subhalos close to the LOS. During
this event the gas from both subhalos was completely
stripped, resulting in the observed dark matter-X-ray
luminosity peak separations. Interestingly in another
recent lensing analysis, Jauzac et al. (2016) detected an
additional four substructures, further complicating the
picture, see Figure 1.
2.1. Previous radio studies of Abell 2744
Radio emission in Abell 2744 was originally identified
by Giovannini et al. (1999), detecting a peripheral radio
relic to the north-east, and a central radio halo. The
cluster has since been observed at radio frequencies of
1.4 GHz by Govoni et al. (2001) and at 325 MHz by Orru´
et al. (2007) and Venturi et al. (2013). From the 1.4 GHz
observations, Govoni et al. (2001) determined the halo to
be one of the most powerful known (P1.4GHz ≈ 2.6×1025
W Hz−1). Herein these observations shall be referred to
as ‘O07’, ‘V13’ and ‘G01’ respectively.
In the investigation by O07, the radio halo was found
to have a patchy spectral index distribution in accor-
dance with primary models (e.g. Ferrari et al. 2008). A
spatial correlation was also suggested between the halo
regions with flattest spectral indices and those with the
highest X-ray temperature. Hints of a spectral index
gradient across the relic in A2744 were identified by O07,
with spectral steepening occurring inwards in the direc-
tion of the cluster center. Such gradients across relics are
common and are thought to be the result of energy losses
in the downstream post-shock region (e.g., van Weeren
et al. 2010). Ibaraki et al. (2014) found evidence of an
X-ray shock in the form a temperature jump, co-located
with the known radio relic (R1, see Figure 1) in A2744.
More recently, using XMM-Newton and Suzaku data,
Eckert et al. (2016) reported the detection of a surface-
brightness and temperature jump at the Eastern edge of
the R1 radio relic, corresponding to a weak shock with
a Mach number of M = 1.7+0.5−0.3 (1σ uncertainties).
3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
3.1. VLA observations
A2744 was observed with the VLA in the 1–2 GHz L-
and 2–4 GHz S-band in the DnC-, CnB-, and BnA-array
configurations. An overview of the observations is given
in Tables 1 and 2. The data were recorded with the
default wide-band setup of 16 spectral windows span-
ning the entire bandwidth, with each window having 64
channels.
The data have been calibrated using the Common As-
tronomy Software Applications (CASA; McMullin et al.
2007) package version 4.4.0. Firstly the data was Han-
ning smoothed and data affected by RFI (radio fre-
quency interference) and other sources such as antenna
shadowing were flagged. The pre-determined elevation
dependent gain tables and antenna offset positions were
also applied. An initial set of gain solutions was de-
termined for the primary calibrator sources 3C147 and
3C138 over a small window of channels in the centre
of the bandpass where the phase variations per chan-
nel are small. This removes any time dependent phase
variation effects in each channel. We then calibrated
the delays and bandpass in conjunction with the gain
solutions. Next, the cross-hand delays were calibrated
using the polarized calibrator 3C138. The gain solu-
tions for the phase calibrator (J0011–2612) were deter-
mined along with the polarization leakages. The gains
for all the calibrators were then combined solving for the
J0011–2612 flux density. We used the Perley & Butler
(2013) flux-scale. As a final step all relevant calibration
solutions were applied to the target field data (A2744).
After initial calibration and flagging, several rounds of
self-calibration were performed to further refine the cal-
ibration for each individual dataset. All images were
made employing the W-projection algorithm in CASA
(Cornwell 2008). Clean masks were used for each image
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Table 1: L-band Observations
DnC array CnB array BnA array
Observation dates 22 Sep 2014 10 Jan 2015 2 June 2015
Total on-target observing time (hrs) 2.3 5 5
Frequency range (GHz) 1–2 1–2 1–2
Correlations full stokes full stokes full stokes
Largest angular scale (arcsec) 970 970 120
Channel width (MHz) 1 1 1
Table 2: S-band Observations
DnC array CnB array BnA array
Observation dates 20 Sep 2014 Run 1: 11 Jan 2015
Run 2: 13 Jan 2015
Run 1: 22 May 2015
Run 2: 23 May 2015
Total on-target observing time (hrs) 2.3 4 (2+2) 10 (5+5)
Frequency range (GHz) 2–4 2–4 2–4
Correlations full stokes full stokes full stokes
Largest angular scale (arcsec) 490 490 58
Channel width (MHz) 2 2 2
step. These masks were made using the PyBDSM source
detection package (Mohan & Rafferty 2015). The spec-
tral index and curvature was taken into account during
the deconvolution (nterms=3; Rau & Cornwell 2011).
After self-calibration, the datasets were combined (in
each relative frequency band). We imaged the combined
datasets using WSClean (Offringa et al. 2014), using
Briggs weighting (Briggs 1995) with robust = 0.0 and
employing the wide-band and multiscale algorithms and
using various uv-tapers. Again, clean masks were con-
structed as mentioned above. The images were corrected
for the primary beam attenuation using primary beam
images created in CASA.
In order to create spectral index maps we imaged the
combined datasets in CASA with an inner u-v range cut
(corresponding to the shortest baselines in the S-band
data), uniform weighting, Gaussian taper, and multi-
scale clean (Rau & Cornwell 2011). Each dataset was
imaged four times, each tapered to a different resolution
in order to resolve diffuse emission on varying spatial
scales. The final images were then corrected for primary
beam attenuation.
To create the deepest possible radio maps we imaged
the L- and S-band datasets together using WSClean.
These images were only used as visual guides and no flux
density values quoted in this paper have been extracted
from them. A summary of the final image properties is
given in Table 3. The S-band polarization image will be
discussed in Section 4.5.
3.2. Chandra observations
We used 125 ks of archival Chandra ACIS observations
(ObsID: 7712, 2212, 7915, 8477, 8557).As described in
Vikhlinin et al. (2005), the data were calibrated us-
ing the chav package, applying the most recent cali-
bration files1. The calibration process involves filtering
all counts from bad pixels and counts with recomputed
ASCA grades of 1, 5, or 7. We then correct for position-
dependent charge transfer inefficiency and applied gain
maps to calibrate photon energies. Periods of high back-
ground during the observation time were also filtered
out by examining the count rate in the 6–12 keV band
and removing periods with a flux 1.2 times above the
mean. The total filtered clean exposure time was 126 ks.
1 We used CIAO v4.8 and CALDB v4.7.2
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Figure 1: A2744 optical, X-ray and radio overlay. The optical BRz Subaru color image comes from Medezinski et al.
(2016). The Chandra 0.5–2.0 keV image is shown in blue. Overlaid in cyan are radio contours from the 1–2 GHz
wide-band 15′′ uv-tapered map. The contour levels are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .]×5σrms. Cluster substructures are labelled
with red crosses following Jauzac et al. (2016). Diffuse extended cluster radio sources are indicated with green labels,
see also Figure 5.
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Standard blank sky background files were used for back-
ground subtraction. We used a pixel binning factor of
4. For more details about the data reduction the reader
is referred to Vikhlinin et al. (2005).
4. RESULTS
In Figures 2, 3, and 4 we present the combined L-
and S-band total intensity radio maps at different res-
olutions. For the labelling of sources see Figure 5. At
all resolutions we detect both the radio halo and the
relic (R1), along with several other radio sources. In
Figure 6 we display a radio and X-ray overlay of the
cluster. A combined X-ray and optical image, marked
with the subcluster components found by Jauzac et al.
(2016), is displayed in Figure 1.
From the low-resolution VLA images we find that the
halo has an extent of ∼ 2.1 Mpc and the halo roughly
follows the X-ray emission from the ICM (see Figure 6).
The peak radio emission in the central part of the halo
also appears to be co-located with the peak X-ray emis-
sion. The morphology of the halo is similar to that ob-
served by O07, V13 and G01, with a slight elongation
in the NW direction and an asymmetric brightness dis-
tribution. The largest linear size we detect of 2.1 Mpc
appears to be a good average of the 1.6, 1.9 and 2.34
Mpc values obtained by O07, V13 and G01.
The morphology of the relic (R1) is similar to that
observed in previous observations but with some notable
new features. The high resolution images reveal that
the relic does not appear to have the same smoothly
curved shape as previously seen, instead we find it has a
relatively straight morphology with a distinct ‘kink’ in
it. Interestingly, the upper portion of the relic appears
to be further complicated by a second linear component
of diffuse emission extending away from the shock front
(labelled R1-A in Figure 5).
Diffuse elongated source R2, located to the south of
R1, covers an area of 1.15×0.25 Mpc and is located ap-
proximately 0.9 Mpc from the cluster centre. It is best
visible in the low-resolution L-band images, but also ap-
pears in the low-resolution S-band images. In addition,
we observe a filamentary thin 1.1 Mpc elongated source
(R3) to the NW of the radio halo. The source seems
to protrude directly outward from the Northwest sub-
cluster which is also covered by emission from the radio
halo. However, due to our line of sight it is unclear
whether or not it is projected on top of the halo or if it
is connected to it. Finally, we identify a patch of diffuse
emission north of the radio halo (labelled R4 in Figure 5,
see also Figure 4), ∼ 200 kpc from the cluster centre. It
covers a much smaller area than the other diffuse sources
(50× 30 kpc). We do not find an optical counterpart to
the source in the images from Medezinski et al. (2016).
4.1. Other individual sources
In Figure 5 we mark several compact radio sources
within the field of view. Source A is located roughly
halfway between the relic and the cluster centre (see
section 5.2.1). It is identified in V13 as source ABELL
2744: [VGD2013] S2. Source B is the “Jellyfish” galaxy
F0083 identified by Owers et al. (2012). These galax-
ies are characterized by trailing knots of star formation
caused by extreme ram-pressure stripping (Cortese et al.
2007; Ebeling et al. 2014). Source C, known as NVSS
J001421-302558, is an example of a “head-tail” radio
galaxy. Source D is briefly discussed in Section 4.2.1.
The foreground (z = 0.1966; Colless et al. 2003)
source E is a radio galaxy, identified in NVSS as
three separate radio components NVSS J001444-302635,
NVSS J001446-302722, and NVSS J001445-302644 due
to its extended nature (together making up a single radio
source). In a similar fashion, source F is also identified as
two individual components NVSS J001340-302212 and
NVSS 001344-302130.
4.2. Integrated Fluxes
In order to obtain accurate measurements of the inte-
grated radio spectra of the halo and the relic, the flux
densities of all compact sources within the regions of in-
terest need to be carefully subtracted from the total dif-
fuse emission. Figure 5 (right panel) shows the regions
used to calculate the integrated flux densities for the
diffuse sources. Note, unless stated otherwise, all flux
density values mentioned in this section are obtained
from the 15′′ resolution radio maps where we find the
highest signal-to-noise ratio.
The uncertainties (σS) in the flux density measure-
ments (S), were taken as:
σS =
√
(0.05S)2 + σ2RS , (1)
where:
• σRS =
√
σ2R + σ
2
CS1 + σ
2
CS2 + . . ., is the statisti-
cal error on the diffuse source flux density. σR =
σrms ×
√
Nbeams, with σrms being the image noise
level and Nbeams being the number of beams cov-
ered by the diffuse source. σCS is the statistical
error on the flux densities of the individual com-
pact sources (where applicable), as reported by the
PyBDSM software package.
• 0.05S is the error due to calibration uncertainties,
taken as 5%.
The measured source flux densities, spectral index val-
ues and observed physical characteristics of the relic
(R1), halo and diffuse sources R2, R3 and R4 are sum-
marized in Table 4. More details are given in the sub-
sections below.
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Table 3: Image properties
Image Weighting Resolution (arcsec × arcsec) rms noise level (µJy beam−1)
L-band uv taper 30′′ Uniform 30× 30 31
L-band uv taper 15′′ Uniform 15× 15 19
L-band uv taper 10′′ Uniform 10× 10 16
L-band uv taper 5′′ Uniform 5× 5 15
L-band Briggs, robust = 0.0 4.15× 2.83 10
S-band uv taper 30′′ Uniform 30× 30 43
S-band uv taper 15′′ Uniform 15× 15 15
S-band uv taper 10′′ Uniform 10× 10 10
S-band uv taper 5′′ Uniform 5× 5 7.1
S-band Briggs, robust = 0.0 1.65× 1.40 4.1
1–4 GHz wide-band uv taper 30′′ Briggs, robust = 0.0 30.5× 29.8 −
1–4 GHz wide-band uv taper 15′′ Briggs, robust = 0.0 15.6× 15.3 −
1–4 GHz wide-band uv taper 10′′ Briggs, robust = 0.0 10.9× 10.4 −
1–4 GHz wide-band uv taper 5′′ Briggs, robust = 0.0 6.01× 5.52 −
1–4 GHz wide-band Briggs, robust = 0.0 2.29× 1.81 −
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Figure 2: VLA combined 1–4 GHz continuum images of Abell 2744. left : 30′′ tapered resolution image. right : 15′′
tapered resolution image. In each image the first contour is at the 3.5σrms level, with additional contours spaced by
factors of 4.
4.2.1. Halo
For the halo, we subtracted all point sources by imag-
ing the field using an inner u-v range cut of 3.2 kλ (ro-
bust=0), corresponding to elimination of spatial scales
of & 300 kpc. This model was then subtracted from
the uv-data. The data was then re-imaged with uni-
form weighting and a 30′′ uv-taper. After this process,
sources C, D and R4 (see Figure 5) remained visible
as discrete sources, predominantly in the S-band. The
fluxes from these sources were manually measured and
then subtracted.
After accounting for primary beam attenuation and
source subtraction, we find the radio halo has integrated
flux densities of S1.5GHz = 45.14 ± 2.34 mJy in the L-
band and S3GHz = 17.03±0.99 mJy in the S-band. Using
these values we find the integrated spectral index value
of the halo to be α = −1.43± 0.11.
Based upon the L-band integrated flux density mea-
surements, the monochromatic radio power is calculated
to be P1.4GHz=(1.74 ± 0.09) × 1025 WHz−1, using the
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Figure 3: VLA combined 1–4 GHz continuum images of Abell 2744 tapered to 5′′ resolution. The first contour is
drawn at the 3.5σrms level, with additional contours spaced by factors of 4.
Table 4: Diffuse radio source properties
Source D⊥ LLS S1.5GHz S3GHz P1.4GHz α αinj M† P¯ ††
Mpc Mpc mJy mJy (1024 W Hz−1)
Halo − 2.1 45.1± 2.3 17.0± 1.0 17.4± 0.9 −1.43± 0.11 − − −
Relic (R1) 1.3 1.5 11.74± 0.62 4.78± 0.14 4.37± 0.23 −1.32± 0.09 −1.12± 0.19 2.05+0.31−0.19 27 %
R2 0.9 1.15 2.18± 0.17 0.64± 0.10 0.96± 0.07 −1.81± 0.26 −1.31± 0.26∗ 1.86+0.29−0.17 43 %
R3 − & 1.1 1.46± 0.14 0.95± 0.10 0.47± 0.04 −0.63± 0.21 − − 30 %
R4 0.2 0.05 0.88± 0.07 0.35± 0.05 0.30± 0.03 −1.34± 0.23 −0.84± 0.23∗ 2.62+1.76−0.50 30 %
† derived from αinj and Equation 7
†† emission weighted mean
∗ αinj was not directly measured, but calculated using Equation 8
relation:
P1.4GHz = 4piD
2
LSν0ν0(1 + z)
−(α+1) , (2)
where DL is the luminosity distance to the source, sν0
is the integrated flux density at observing frequency ν0
(1.5 GHz in our case), z is the redshift of the source and
α is the spectral index used in the k-correction, taken as
the −1.43. The radio power is in reasonable agreement
with previous measurements.
4.2.2. Relic and other diffuse emission
The same u-v cut could not be applied to remove com-
pact sources from the regions of the relic (R1), R2, R3
and R4 as these sources contained diffuse emission corre-
sponding to physical scales smaller than ∼ 300 kpc. We
used the PyBDSM source detection package to identify
all compact sources in the high resolution (robust=0.0)
images with flux densities above the 5σ level.
The total flux of the relic R1, after source subtrac-
tion of compact sources, measures S1.5GHz = 11.74 ±
0.62 mJy in the L-band and S3GHz = 4.78±0.14 mJy in
the S-band. This corresponds to an integrated spectral
index value of α = −1.32 ± 0.09. Using Equation 2 we
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Figure 4: VLA combined 1–4 GHz high resolution continuum image of Abell 2744. The beam size is 2.29′′ × 1.81′′.
estimate the monochromatic radio power of the relic to
be P1.4GHz = (4.37 ± 0.23) × 1024 W Hz−1, where we
have used our measured integrated spectral index value
of α = −1.32.
Diffuse source R2 has significantly lower flux densi-
ties measuring S1.5GHz = 2.18± 0.17 mJy and S3GHz =
0.64 ± 0.10 mJy. The average spectral index value is
steeper than R1 with α = −1.81 ± 0.26. In contrast,
source R3 to the NW of the halo has a flatter spec-
trum. The integrated flux density values of S1.5GHz =
1.46±0.14 mJy and S3GHz = 0.95±0.10 mJy correspond
to a spectral index value of α = −0.63 ± 0.21. For R4,
we find flux densities of S1.5GHz = 0.88± 0.07 mJy and
S3GHz = 0.35±0.05 mJy which correspond to a spectral
index of α = −1.34± 0.23.
4.3. Integrated radio spectrum using P-band data
Using the observed flux densities, we produced inte-
grated radio spectra for the relic (R1) and the halo by
combining our measured flux densities at both frequen-
cies (1.5 GHz and 3.0 GHz) with those obtained in the
P-band at 325 MHz by O07. The results are shown
in Figure 7. The integrated radio halo emission, be-
tween 325 MHz and 1.5 GHz, has a spectral index of
α1500325 = −1.02±0.04. This value then steepens between
1.5 GHz and 3.0 GHz to α30001500 = −1.43 ± 0.11. If we
instead take the 325 MHz measurement from V13, the
halo spectral index is well described by a single power-
law with index -1.32 ± 0.14. Therefore it remains un-
clear whether the radio halo spectrum steepens at higher
frequencies because of the different P-band flux densities
reported by O07 and V13.
Using the flux density from O07, we find that the in-
tegrated radio spectrum from the relic R1 (right panel
of Figure 7) between the full range of 325 MHz to 3 GHz
is well described by a single power law spectrum, with a
fitted spectral index of α3000325 = −1.36± 0.11. If we take
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Figure 5: left: Image showing the regions of interest within the field of view that are discussed in this paper. Shown
in greyscale is the L-band u-v tapered 15′′ resolution image. right: The regions used to calculate the integrated flux
densities of the diffuse cluster sources. In greyscale is the L-band u-v tapered 15′′ resolution image.
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Figure 6: A2744 radio and X-ray overlay: The
background-subtracted, exposure-corrected Chandra
0.5–2.0 keV image is shown in orange. Overlaid in cyan
are radio contours from the 1–4 GHz wide-band 10′′ uv-
tapered radio map. The contour levels correspond to
the 3.5σrms level and above, with scaled spacings of fac-
tors of 4. The sector used to extract a surface brightness
profile from the X-ray image is displayed in green, see
Section 5.2.2. The central line within the sector indi-
cates the location of the detected density jump; at a
distance of redge = 5.15
′+0.16
−0.13 from the sector centre.
the flux density from V13 for the power-law fit, we find
a consistent result with α3000325 = −1.44± 0.13.
4.4. Spectral index maps
To construct spectral index maps we created L- and
S-band images with uniform weighting and an inner uv-
range cut corresponding to the S-band DnC-array data.
The 30′′ and 15′′ resolution maps are shown in Figure 8.
The corresponding error maps along with the 10′′ and 5′′
spectral index maps are displayed in Appendix A. Only
those pixels where the flux values at both frequencies
exceed 3σrms are displayed.
We observe a relatively constant spectral index across
the radio halo, with patches of steeper values at the
radio halo outer boundary. A spectral index gradient
across the relic (R1) is evident with values varying from
∼ −0.9 at the Eastern edge to ∼ −2.5 at the Western
edge. The gradient is consistently perpendicular to the
N-S orientation of the relic, with steeper spectral index
values in the direction of the cluster centre. It is present
along the entire length of the relic, though it exhibits
some non-uniformity with the flattest values along the
Eastern edge ranging from ∼ −0.9 to ∼ −1.3. A spectral
index gradient oriented towards the cluster centre is also
present in the emission of diffuse source R4, with values
varying from ∼ −0.8 to ∼ −1.5. The elongated emission
feature to the NW of the halo (source R3) shows little
variation in spectral index along its length (although
the spectral index cannot be traced along the full source
extent) and exhibits flatter spectral values than R1 at
around α ∼ −0.7.
4.5. S-band polarization map
S-band images of the Stokes parameters I, Q and U
were obtained employing robust=0 weighting and a uv-
taper of 10′′. These polarization images serve the pur-
pose of classifying the diffuse extended sources found in
the cluster2. These images were corrected for the pri-
mary beam attenuation. From the I, Q, and U images
the polarization angle (φ) and linear polarized intensity
(p) can be determined via:
p =
√
Q2 + U2 (3)
φ = 0.5 arctan
U
Q
. (4)
A subsequent polarization vector map was constructed
from these images, which depicts the magnitude and ori-
entation of the electric field (Figure 9). Polarization vec-
tors are only plotted for pixels above 4σrms map noise.
The polarization vectors shown in Figure 9 are that of
the electric field.
It is important to note that we did not correct the
polarization vectors for the effect of Faraday Rotation.
The galactic Rotation Measure (RM) at the location of
A2744 is about 6 rad m−2 (Taylor et al. 2009). How-
ever, given the relatively high frequency of 2 GHz at the
lower end of the S-band and the low galactic RM, cor-
rections for polarization angles would be < 8◦. R1, R2,
and R4 are located in the cluster outskirts and therefore
the contribution from the ICM to the Faraday Rotation
is likely going to be small as well. For R3, the clus-
ter’s RM component might become more important, see
Sect. 5.2.3.
From Figure 9 we find that R1-R4 are highly polar-
ized. The radio halo is mostly unpolarized. The highest
polarization fractions (P ) are found on the Eastern edge
of the lower portion of relic R1, with values averaging
∼52%. As a whole, R1 has a mean polarization fraction
of 27%. The southern portion of the relic appears to
be more strongly polarized than the northern part, with
mean values of 33% and 25% respectively. We find mean
polarization fractions of 30%, 43% and 30% for sources
R4, R2, and R3 respectively.
2 A detailed Faraday Rotation Measure analysis, combining all
available L- and S-band data will be presented in a future paper.
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Figure 7: Integrated flux densities of the halo (left) and relic R1 (right) between 325 MHz and 3.0 GHz. The 1.5 GHz
and 3.0 GHz flux densities are taken from the 30′′ radio map. The 325 MHz points are taken from O07 (black) and
V13 (red). The black line show a power-law fit through the black data points.
The alignment of the E-vectors along the length of
R1 is consistently perpendicular to relic’s major axis.
The gradual change in orientation from South to North
suggests the lower and upper portions of R1 are indeed
part of the same physical structure rather than two in-
dependent sources seemingly aligned due to projection
effects. For component R1-A (Figure 5) the E-vectors
are aligned in the same direction as the bottom half of
the relic. We also find that the E-vectors for R2 and R3
are perpendicular to the source elongation, at least in
the region where we have enough S/N to determine the
polarization angles. The interpretation of the polariza-
tion map is presented Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Radio halo
5.1.1. Spectral index
In the turbulent re-acceleration model, electrons are
re-accelerated via magnetohydrodynamical turbulence
(e.g., Schlickeiser et al. 1987; Brunetti et al. 2001; Pet-
rosian 2001). In this case, spectral index variations
across radio halos should be related to underlying spa-
tial variations in the turbulent energy and magnetic field
strength (Vacca et al. 2014; Orru´ et al. 2007; Feretti
et al. 2004). The most reliable radio halo spectral index
map that has been made so far, using LOFAR and VLA
data, is the one for the Toothbrush cluster (van Weeren
et al. 2016). For this radio halo, the spectral index vari-
ations are remarkably small, with an intrinsic scatter of
≤ 0.04, suggesting that the turbulent energy does not
change significantly across a 0.8 Mpc2 region.
We determined the spectral variations across the radio
halo in a similar way as van Weeren et al. (2016). To
test the statistical significance of these fluctuations we
carried out a study of the spectral index value distribu-
tions for both the 30′′ and 15′′ resolution radio images.
We extracted flux densities, in both the L- and S-bands,
in grids of identically sized boxes placed across the halo
(see Appendix A). Spectral index values were then cal-
culated for each individual box.
Only those boxes with a combined L- and S-band flux
of:
SL + SS>5(σ
2
L + σ
2
S)
1/2 , (5)
where σ is the flux density error, are considered.
The magenta and blue histograms in Figure 10 corre-
spond to the 30′′ and 15′′ radio images respectively. The
distributions have median values of 〈α
30
′′〉 = −1.37 and
〈α
15
′′〉 = −1.37, and standard deviations of σ
30
′′ = 0.18
and σ
15
′′ = 0.28.
To test the level of variation in the values we fit a
simple zeroth order polynomial to the data and obtain
reduced chi-squared values of χ2
30
′′ = 1.50 and χ2
15
′′ =
0.68. The value of 0.68 indicates that the observed fluc-
tuations at 15′′ are predominantly the result of mea-
surement errors and fall within the bounds of statisti-
cal noise. Interestingly though, the 1.50 value indicates
that at 30′′ resolution we do observe some intrinsic com-
plexity in the spectral index distribution. This is con-
firmed by comparing the median error value of the dis-
tributions with the corresponding standard deviations.
As described in Vacca et al. (2014), if the variations
in spectral index are the result of measurement errors
then we expect our median error value to be of com-
parable size to the standard deviation. At 15′′, since
the median error is almost equal in magnitude to the
standard deviation, we conclude that the fluctuations
in the halo spectral index are not significant. At 30′′
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Figure 8: Spectral Index map of A2744 between 1.5–3.0 GHz, tapered to a resolution of 30′′ (left) and 15′′ (right).
Contour levels are obtained from the 1.5 GHz image and placed at levels of [1, 2, 4, 8, . . .]× nσrms, with n = 3 for the
left image and n = 4 for the right image.
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Figure 9: S-band vector map showing the magnitude
and orientation of the electric field vectors. Vectors are
plotted for every 4 pixels. The linear polarized intensity
image is shown in grayscale. The Stokes I radio con-
tours are from the S-band 10′′ u-v tapered image and
are plotted at levels of [1, 4, 16, . . .]× 3σrms.
Figure 10: Histogram of spectral index values in the ra-
dio halo obtained from the 15′′ (in blue) and 30′′ (in
magenta) resolution radio images. The solid line repre-
sents the median value of the 30′′ distribution. Black
dashed lines mark the 30′′ standard deviation about the
median value, σ
30
′′ = 0.18. Blue dashed lines show the
15′′ dispersion, σ
15
′′ = 0.28.
resolution, the errors contribute ∼ 50% to the fluctu-
ations, and they cannot account fully for the level of
dispersion. The observed fluctuations at this resolution
therefore seem to be statistically significant. This cor-
responds to variations in the spectral index on spatial
Figure 11: Top left : Radial profile of the spectral index
from the cluster centre. Each value corresponds to the
average spectral index in concentric annuli centred on
the halo brightness peak and spaced with one 30′′ beam
width. The dashed line represents the best fit to the
data. Top right : Azimuthally averaged surface bright-
ness profiles in the L- (blue) and S- (magenta) bands.
Values have been extracted from the same concentric
annuli as above. Dashed lines represent an exponential
fit to the data (Eq. 6). Bottom: Plot of the exponen-
tial fit to the surface brightness profiles versus distance
to the cluster centre for both frequency bands. Vertical
lines represent the corresponding e-folding radii (re).
scales of ∼ 140 kpc. The asymmetric distribution of
the histogram (positively skewed) indicates that the ob-
served dispersion at 30′′ is predominantly due to the tail
of steep spectral index values. From the spectral index
map (Figure 8) we can see these values tend to reside at
the outer edges of the halo.
We also created a radial profile of the average spectral
index value extracted from concentric annuli (see Ap-
pendix A), centered on the point of peak surface bright-
ness and spaced with 1 beam width out to a distance of
150′′. The results are shown in Figure 11. We fit a first
order polynomial to the data and find a slope of gradient
(−2.9 ± 1.7) × 10−4 kpc−1. This suggests that there is
indeed a mild trend of radial steepening in the spectral
index value of the radio halo. We speculate that these
steeper regions in the outskirts correspond to regions
with less efficient turbulent re-acceleration.
In the top right panel of Figure 11 we present the az-
imuthally averaged radio brightness profiles of the radio
halo at 1.5 and 3.0 GHz. Each data point corresponds
to the average surface brightness in the same concentric
annuli used for the radial spectral index profile.
As suggested by Murgia et al. (2009), we modeled the
brightness profile using a simple exponential law of the
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form:
I(r) = I0e
− rre , (6)
where I0 is the central radio brightness and re is
the e-folding radius. From this we derive values of
I0,1.5GHz = 3.37 ± 0.04 µJy/arcsec2 and I0,3.0GHz =
1.39 ± 0.05 µJy/arcsec2 for the central radio bright-
ness and re,1.5GHz = 257.9 ± 2.4 kpc and re,3.0GHz =
248.0 ± 6.1 kpc for the e-folding radius. The fact that
the e-folding radius differs in our observations at the
L-band and S-band frequencies is consistent with the
previous indication of a slight steepening of the spectral
index with radial distance.
To further investigate if the derived spectral indices
vary across the radio halo, and are not affected by possi-
ble offsets3, we created so called T-T plots (Turtle et al.
1962). These T-T plots compare the flux densities at
two frequencies, fitting a straight line through them,
and are a useful tool to take into account a non-zero
background map level. The resulting reduced χ2 pro-
vides a measure to determine whether the spectral index
is constant across the source (reduced χ2 ≈ 1) or varies
(reduced χ2 > 1). If the reduced χ2 is indeed about one,
and there are no issues with a non-zero background, the
fit offset should be consistent with being zero (i.e., a
straight line through the origin).
For the radio halo, we created a T-T plot using the
flux densities extracted in 30′′ square boxes from the
same S- and L-band image used for the spectral index
analysis at 30′′ resolution, Figure A5 (left panel). These
are the same regions used to create the magenta his-
togram in Figure 10. We then fit a straight line through
these datapoints using the MPFITEXY routine (Williams
et al. 2010) which utilizes the MPFIT package (Mark-
wardt 2009). For the radio halo we find χ2 = 71.7 with
d.o.f. = 50. This does indeed indicate that the spectral
index varies slightly across the radio halo.
5.1.2. Spatial correlation between radio spectral index and
X-ray temperature
Orru´ et al. (2007) reported the presence of a spatial
correlation between radio spectral index and ICM tem-
perature in A2744, with the hotter regions of the ICM
corresponding to flatter spectral indices. It was argued
that this correlation provided support for the turbulent
re-acceleration model. We repeated the investigation
from Orru´ et al. using our new radio data and the deeper
Chandra observations.
To create a temperature map, we first divided the
cluster into individual regions whose edges follow the
X-ray surface brightness using contbin (Sanders 2006).
We required a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 55 in the
3 e.g, from a non-zero background due to missing short spacings
0.5–7.0 keV band for the binning. All compact sources
were masked. The extracted spectra were fit with XSPEC
(v12.8.2, Arnaud 1996). For the fitting we used an ab-
sorbed thermal emission model (phabs * APEC). The
metallicity was fixed to a value of 0.3 Z using the abun-
dance table of Anders & Grevesse (1989). The redshift
was fixed to z = 0.308. For the Galactic H I column we
took a value of NH = 1.38×1020 cm−2 (the weighted av-
erage NH from the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn (LAB) sur-
vey, Kalberla et al. 2005).
The temperature map is shown in Figure 12. We then
extracted radio flux densities in the same regions to com-
pute the spectral indices (α3.01.5). In Figure 12 we plot the
spectral indices against the X-ray temperature. We car-
ried out a Spearman’s rank correlation test to search for
a possible correlation between spectral index and tem-
perature. From this test we find a p-value of 0.32, i.e.,
the probability that the data represents an uncorrelated
arrangement of points4. Therefore, we conclude there
is no strong evidence for the existence of a correlation
between radio spectral index and X-ray temperature.
Given our better quality data (both in radio and X-
rays), this result should be more reliable than Orru´ et al.
(2007). We note that Orru´ et al. (2007) did not provide
a statistical measure of the significance of the correla-
tion. Our results are also consistent with recent work
by Vacca et al. (2014); van Weeren et al. (2016). We
therefore conclude that currently there is no convincing
evidence of the existence of a spatial X-ray – spectral
index correlation for individual radio halos.
5.1.3. Southeastern boundary of the radio halo
It is interesting to note that the SE boundary of the
radio halo is relatively well defined and aligns with the
southern shock reported by Owers et al. (2011). A
very similar configuration is observed for the Tooth-
brush cluster (van Weeren et al. 2016), Bullet cluster
(Shimwell et al. 2014), Abell 520 (Markevitch et al. 2005;
Markevitch 2010; Vacca et al. 2014), the Coma Cluster
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2013; Uchida et al. 2016),
and Abell 754 (Macario et al. 2011). Therefore this ap-
pears to be a common phenomenon and it does suggest
there exists some relation between cluster shocks and ra-
dio halos. This possibly reflects a change in the ICM’s
turbulence properties behind the shock front. How-
ever, if this turbulence is generated downstream by the
shock front, the timescale for the turbulence to decay to
the small scales necessary to re-accelerate particles be-
comes uncomfortably short (Brunetti & Lazarian 2007;
4 If we remove the single low-temperature data point in the
bottom right corner of Figure 12 (right panel), corresponding to
the region surrounding the NW “interloper”, the p-value decreases
to 0.15.
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Figure 12: left: X-ray temperature map. Radio contours from the combined L- and S-band images are overlaid (cyan
colors). right: Radio halo spectral index plotted against X-ray temperature. The spectral indices were extracted in
the same regions as used for the temperature measurements. The Spearman’s rank correlation p-value is 0.32, i.e.,
there is a 32% probability that the data represents an uncorrelated arrangement of points.
Brunetti & Jones 2014).
5.2. Radio relics
The leading theory for relics is that they trace parti-
cles (re)-accelerated at shocks (e.g., Enßlin et al. 1998;
Markevitch et al. 2005; Kang & Ryu 2011; van Weeren
et al. 2017b). The radio spectral index is related to
the slope of the underlying electron energy distribution
N(E)dE = κE−δ, with α = 1−δ2 . In the case of diffusive
shock acceleration (DSA; Drury 1983), the shock Mach
number (M) is related to the radio injection spectral
index (αinj) via
M =
√
2αinj − 3
2αinj + 1
. (7)
The observed spectral gradients across relic’s width are
thought to be indicative of spectral ageing of electrons
in the shock downstream region (e.g., van Weeren et al.
2010).
For a stationary shock model (i.e, when the radiative
lifetime of the synchrotron emitting electrons is much
shorter than the timescale on which the shock proper-
ties change) with continuous electron injection, the inte-
grated special index (αint) over the relic can be related
to the injection spectral index via the simple relation
αint = αinj − 0.5 . (8)
For a number of relics, with the injection spectral in-
dex and integrated spectral index measured indepen-
dently, Equation 8 seems to be a reasonable approx-
imation (e.g., Giacintucci et al. 2008; Bonafede et al.
2012; Hindson et al. 2014). However, a few exceptions
have been reported where the integrated spectral index
is rather flat, giving an unphysical result for αinj, i.e.,
αinj > −0.5 (van Weeren et al. 2012b; Trasatti et al.
2015). Therefore, the usage of Equation 8 should be
limited to those cases where αinj cannot be directly es-
timated from the data, and any Mach numbers derived
from such αinj values should be treated with caution.
Relics are usually highly polarized. Following Enßlin
et al. (1998), the observed polarization fraction of relics
can be used to determine a lower limit on the viewing
angle of the relic. The alignment of unordered magnetic
fields at the shock front should be caused by shock com-
pression, with the degree of alignment dependent on the
compression factor. The spectral index (α) of a popu-
lation of electrons in equilibrium, undergoing accelera-
tion and cooling (i.e., the integrated spectral index), is
related to the shock compression ratio, R, via (Drury
1983):
R =
α− 1
α+ 12
, (9)
where we assume the shocked gas to have a polytropic
index of γ = 5/3.
The observed polarization fraction also depends on
the angle between the line of sight and the B-field. The
resulting polarization therefore depends on the viewing
angle θ of the shock surface and the compression ratio
R.
Assuming a weak magnetic field (i.e., the magnetic
pressure of the relic is small compared to the internal
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gas pressure, see Enßlin et al. 1998), the observed po-
larization fraction of the relic is related to the viewing
angle via the formula:
< Pweak >=
δ + 1
δ + 73
sin2(θ)
2R2
R2−1 − sin2(θ)
, (10)
where δ is the electron energy distribution slope (see
Section 5.2). Figure 13 plots Equation 10 for all viewing
angles and polarization fractions for our sources R1 to
R4.
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Figure 13: A graph showing the polarization fraction of
relics R1, R2, R3 and source R4 plotted as a function of
the viewing angle, based on Equation 10. Dashed lines
correspond to the observed mean polarization fractions.
5.2.1. Relic R1
In Figure 14 we plot the values of the spectral index,
along with their associated flux density measurements,
Figure 14: Graph showing the integrated spectral index
values from 5′′ wide boxes across the relic. The corre-
sponding integrated flux densities used to calculate the
spectral indices are shown with dashed lines.
as a function of distance from the shock front. This
was done by extracting the flux densities in several 5′′
wide box regions5. Given the distinct ‘wedge-like’ shape
of the shock front we perform separate measurements
across the top and bottom portions of the relic R1, see
Figure A3.
Figure 14 displays a clear spectral gradient for both
portions of the relic, with the spectral index values
steepening away from the relic’s outer edge down to
values of ∼ −2.5. From these plots we obtain a flat-
test spectral index of α = −1.12 ± 0.19 on the eastern
side of the relic, averaging the top and bottom profiles.
We also created a T-T plot using the flux densities ex-
tracted from the 5′′resolution L- and S-band maps in
the region shown in Figure A4. The T-T plot is shown
in Figure A5 (right panel). Performing the same proce-
dure as outlined in Section 5.1.1, we find χ2 = 37.3 with
d.o.f. = 11, clearly confirming the spectral index varies
across the relic.6
The αinj = −1.12 ± 0.19 value seems somewhat low
compared to the αint = −1.32± 0.09, considering Equa-
tion 8. However, we note that this αinj value is mea-
sured from a map with finite spatial resolution and that
projection effects are not included. Both effects lead
to an underestimation of αinj (van Weeren et al. 2012a).
Combining this with the statistical uncertainties of both
measurements, the current data do not allow us to draw
a firm conclusion on the validity of the assumption of
stationary shock conditions for R1.
Using αinj = −1.12 ± 0.19, we derive a shock Mach
number of M = 2.05+0.31−0.19 for relic R1. Such a Mach
number is consistent with weak merger shocks. Re-
cently, Eckert et al. (2016) reported evidence of a shock
at the relic’s Eastern edge using XMM-Newton and
Suzaku X-ray data. Using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump
conditions they derived a shock Mach number of M =
1.7+0.5−0.3. Our value is in agreement with this within er-
rors.
Eckert et al. (2016) also derived an estimate for the
acceleration efficiency required of electrons at the shock
corresponding to R1 in order to reproduce the observed
radio power of the relic. They find that the required
efficiency for the shock is 10 to 103 times higher than
that predicted by DSA for thermal electrons. It was
suggested that DSA re-acceleration of a pool of mildly
relativistic fossil electrons, already present in the clus-
5 5′′ matches the beam size of the highest resolution spectral
index map.
6 The T-T plot does show a relatively large offset. However,
an offset might be expected because of the large reduced χ2, in-
dicating that the data is not well described by a straight line.
Therefore, the offset cannot be directly interpreted as a non-zero
background level.
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ter volume, can reconcile such discrepancies. Given that
a variety of sources in the ICM (such as supernovae,
AGN etc.) are able to supply relativistic electrons with
a broad range of energies, this scenario could be viable
in the context of weak shock acceleration. Indeed, ob-
servational evidence does exist for a connection between
tailed radio galaxies and relics (Giovannini et al. 1991;
Bonafede et al. 2014; Shimwell et al. 2015; Botteon et al.
2016; van Weeren et al. 2017b,a).
The morphology of R1 with its peculiar extension
R1-A could have resulted from the re-acceleration of
a remnant patch of fossil AGN plasma. In A2744,
we do observe a number of compact radio sources em-
bedded within the R1 relic region, although presently
we cannot establish a direct link between any of these
sources and the relic, see Figure 15. One compact ra-
dio source is embedded within R1-A (RA=3.6538408◦,
DEC=−30.3296082◦), but this seems to be a back-
ground source with zphot = 0.59±0.07 (Medezinski et al.
2016).
Figure 15: Subaru optical BRz color image (Medezin-
ski et al. 2016) ] around relic R1 with radio con-
tours overlaid. The blue and red radio contours are
from the 5′′ uv-tapered and robust=0 1–4 GHz wide-
band images, respectively. Contour levels are drawn at
[1, 2, 4, . . .]× 3σrms (blue) and [1, 4, 8, . . .]× 4σrms (red).
The observed mean polarization fraction of 27% of R1
is typical for radio relics and suggests a high degree of
ordering of the magnetic fields (B), aligning them within
the shock plane (e.g., Clarke & Enßlin 2006; Bonafede
et al. 2009). It is worth noting that we observe large
local fluctuations in this value, particularly towards the
southern part of relic R1 where values reach up to a po-
larization fraction of ∼ 60 − 70%, which is close to the
maximum value for synchrotron radiation (e.g., Rybicki
& Lightman 1986). Using the mean polarization frac-
tion, we determine the viewing angle of relic R1 to be
θ & 50◦ (Figure 13). This is only a lower limit, with
the actual value likely to be higher due to depolariza-
tion. With a viewing angle of θ & 50◦ we can constrain
the geometry of the primary NE-SW merger axis to be
within ∼ ±40◦ of the plane of the sky.
5.2.2. Diffuse Source R2
R2 has not been identified as an individual source in
any observations to date. However, upon closer inspec-
tion of the radio maps presented by V13, hints of the
sources are visible. Part of this emission was classified
as a radio bridge by V13. Our deeper images suggest
that R2 is not a radio bridge but a separate elongated
diffuse source with a length of 1.15 Mpc and located
∼ 0.9 Mpc southeast from the cluster core.
The relatively low flux density, particularly in the S-
band, prevents the source from showing up in the spec-
tral index maps. However, using the integrated flux
densities we obtain an integrated spectral index value
of α = −1.81±0.26. We estimate the radio power of the
source to be P1.4GHz = (9.59± 0.73)× 1023 W Hz−1.
Most importantly, in the E-vector polarization map
(Figure 9) we find the source to be highly polarized,
with a mean value of 43%. Given the peripheral loca-
tion of the source, its Mpc-size, steep spectrum and high
polarization fraction, we conclude that this source is a
new radio relic. Henceforth we will refer to source R2
as relic R2. The polarization vector map shows the E-
vectors to be aligned perpendicular to the SE edge of the
relic. Based on this and the relic’s location and orienta-
tion, we suggest that the relic is the product of a shock
front traveling in the SE direction. Using Equation 10,
we derive a viewing angle of θ & 70◦ (see Figure 13),
meaning we are seeing the relic close to edge-on.
Due to the relatively low flux density of R2, it is dif-
ficult to identify any specific region of the relic associ-
ated with the point of particle injection at the shock
front. However, if we make the assumption that the R2-
shock follows a simple continuous injection model with
αint = αinj−0.5, we obtain an estimate for the injection
spectral index of αinj = −1.31± 0.26. This corresponds
to a shock with Mach number M = 1.86+0.29−0.17.
To search for the presence of a shock at the location of
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Figure 16: X-ray surface brightness profile across relic
R2 in the sector shown in Figure 6, with the distance
increasing outwards to the SE. The red line shows the
best-fitting broken power-law density model (Eq. 11).
The relic location is indicated by the grey-shaded region.
The blue and blue dashed lines show the total (sky and
particle) background and corresponding uncertainty, re-
spectively.
R2, we extracted a surface brightness profile in the 0.5–
2.0 keV band with PyXel (Ogrean 2016, 2017) in a sector
centered on RA = 3.553916◦ DEC = −30.36725◦. We
used opening angles between 190◦and 230◦. This sector
was chosen to match the radius of curvature of the relic
R2, see Figure 6. Regions with compact X-ray sources
were excluded. The instrumental and sky backgrounds
were subtracted.
We fitted a broken power-law density model to the
surface brightness (see Eq. 11) with PyXel, assuming
that the emissivity is proportional to the density squared
n(r) =

(n2/n1)n0
(
r
redge
)a2
, r ≤ redge
n0
(
r
redge
)a1
, r > redge .
(11)
In the above equation the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the
upstream and downstream regions, respectively. The
parameter n2/n1 ≡ R is the electron density jump (i.e.,
compression ratio). The parameters a1 and a2 define
the slopes of the power-laws, n0 is a normalization fac-
tor, and redge is the position of the jump. The model is
then integrated along the line of sight assuming spherical
symmetry. The uncertainties on the best-fitting param-
eters are determined using a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).
For a shock, n2/n1 is related to the Mach (M) number
via the Rankine-Hugoniot condition (Landau & Lifshitz
1959)
M =
[
2R
γ + 1−R(γ − 1)
]1/2
, (12)
where we take 5/3 for the adiabatic index of the gas (γ).
From the surface brightness profile we see some ev-
idence for a change in the slope at a radius of about
5′ (see Figure 16). The best-fitting double power-
law model finds the presence of a density jump with
R = 1.39+0.34−0.22 at redge = 5.15
′+0.16
−0.13. All uncertainties
are quoted at the 1σ level. The corresponding MCMC
“corner plot” for the distribution of the uncertainties
in the fitted parameters is shown in Appendix B6. Al-
though the jump is significant given the 1σ uncertain-
ties, we cannot completely rule out the possibility of a
statistical fluctuation (a ∼ 10% chance). If we assume
that this possible density jump traces a shock it would
correspond to a shock Mach number of M = 1.26+0.25−0.15,
with the shock traveling to the SE. If the relic traces
an outward traveling shock it must be located on the
SE side of the relic. The best fit location of the density
jump is slightly closer to the NW side of the relic. How-
ever, the relic’s outer SE edge is still located within the
90% confidence limits of redge.
We conclude that R2 likely traces a shock given that
(1) it probably traces a density jump, (2) the source is
located in the cluster outskirts, and (3) the observed ra-
dio properties (Mpc extent and polarization properties).
We note that the surface brightness edge we find is not
the same one as reported by Owers et al. (2011). The
orientation of the shock reported by Owers et al. and the
one corresponding to R2 are roughly parallel, however
they are not directly related given that the separation
between the two is ∼ 0.5 Mpc. Interestingly, the edge is
located in a sector just above (further clockwise) the one
taken by Markevitch (2010), where a very low-contrast
jump was reported. Since the edge is located at approxi-
mately the same cluster-centric distance as the edge seen
by Markevitch (2010), it is likely an extension of same
shock front. Therefore, we conclude that there are two
shocks fronts in the SE of the cluster with similar ori-
entations, but separated by ∼ 0.5 Mpc. The presence
of a bullet-like feature detected by Owers et al. (2011)
south of the main Core (Figure 6) does suggest a merger
event of the main Core with a smaller substructure seen
just after core passage. This merger event likely created
the shock front reported by Owers et al. (2011). Given
its location, the shock corresponding to R2 must have
formed from an earlier merger event. The orientation
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of the R2-shock favors a NW-SE merger axis, along the
axis where NW and S3 and S4 components are located
(Figure 1). However, given the complexity of the A2744
cluster with multiple ongoing mergers it is hard to draw
firm conclusions and identify which of these components
could have been involved in the merger event that cre-
ated the R2-shock.
For the outer edge corresponding to R2, the X-ray de-
rived Mach number (M = 1.26+0.25−0.15) is lower than the
radio derived Mach number (M = 1.86+0.29−0.17). Similar
discrepancies have been seen before (e.g., van Weeren
et al. 2016), which was invoked as evidence against DSA.
Although, the radio derived Mach number was based
on the measured integrated spectral index and not on
a more reliable measured injection spectral index (see
Kang 2015). Furthermore, the discrepancy is not very
large given the statistical uncertainties and the simpli-
fying assumptions made in the X-ray surface brightness
profile fitting. As such, it is hard to comment on the
likely acceleration model for R2 based on the differ-
ence between the radio spectral index and X-ray derived
Mach numbers. On the other hand, shocks withM < 2
should be very inefficient accelerators and therefore a
re-acceleration scenario might be preferred. Although
several compact, faint radio sources are located in the
relic’s vicinity, we do not identify a clear candidate for
supplying fossil radio plasma for a re-acceleration sce-
nario, see Figure 17.
Figure 17: Subaru optical BRz color image (Medezinski
et al. 2016) around relic R2 with radio contours overlaid.
The blue and red radio contours are from the 10′′ uv-
tapered and robust=0 1–4 GHz wide-band images, re-
spectively. Contour levels are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .] ×
3σrms (blue) and [1, 4, 8, . . .]× 4σrms (red).
5.2.3. Diffuse Source R3
Similarly to R2, parts of source R3 were detected in
the radio maps produced by V13, though it was not
identified as an individual source. In those observations
it was deemed to be an elongated extension of the halo
and was dubbed the “North-Western ridge”.
At high resolution (& 15′′) the emission is seen as a
long (& 1.1 Mpc) filament protruding from the NW edge
of the halo, out to a distance of ∼ 1.6 Mpc. The emis-
sion appears to arc somewhat to the north as it extends
away from the cluster centre. Projection effects make
it difficult to determine if the structure is connected to
the halo or if it is an independent feature. As such our
estimate of a physical size should be considered a lower
limit.
We estimate the monochromatic radio power of the
source to be P1.4GHz = (4.72 ± 0.45) × 1023 W Hz−1.
However, this is potentially an over-estimate. The relic
region was drawn using the polarization intensity map
as a guide. As shown in Figure 5, the resulting re-
gion extends partway into the halo. The subsequent
flux density measurements are likely contaminated with
halo flux.
The source is also highly polarized along its length
with a mean polarization fraction of ∼ 30%. Based
on the filament-like morphology, large size, and high
polarization fraction we also classify this source as a
newly discovered radio relic. Henceforth we shall refer
to source R3 as relic R3. Interestingly, the orientation of
the aligned E-vectors perpendicular to the relic’s orien-
tation (Figure 9) suggests a shock propagation direction
indicative of an off-centre N-S minor merger. A caveat
is that R3 is partly projected on top of the NW “inter-
loper”. Therefore, the polarization vectors might have
been affected by Faraday Rotation, depending on the
(unknown) relative location of the radio emission with
respect to the magnetized ICM.
The relic possesses one of the flattest spectra observed
in radio relics with an integrated spectral index value
of −0.63. Such a flat spectrum is quite rare and one
cannot assume a simple stationary shock model to ex-
plain the spectrum. The reason being that in the limit
of strong shocks (M  1) the particle energy distri-
bution, δ, approaches an asymptotic flat value of −2.
This means that the injection spectral index cannot
be flatter than −0.5, whereas we would obtain a value
of −0.13 if we would add 0.5 to the value of −0.63
(Eq. 8). If the measured integrated spectral index value
is the injection spectrum, we would also be observing
a rather strong shock. Based on an injection value of
αinj = −0.63± 0.21 the shock would have a Mach num-
ber measuring M = 4.04± 1.4.
It is possible we are observing the integrated spec-
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trum well before the break frequency, whilst the emis-
sion is determined simply by the injection spectrum,
Sν ∝ ναinj , in which case this relic is “young” and sta-
tionary shock conditions do not (yet) apply (e.g., van
Weeren et al. 2012b; Trasatti et al. 2015). Alterna-
tively, the flat spectrum reflects the fossil distribution
slope in the case of re-acceleration, or a combination of
the two above (re-acceleration + non-stationary shock
conditions, Kang & Ryu 2015; Kang 2015). A radio-
optical overlay does not reveal any obvious source of
fossil radio plasma, Figure 18. The relative bright com-
pact source at RA=3.4999688◦ DEC=−30.3459524◦ has
zphot = 0.46± 0.05 (Medezinski et al. 2016) and is thus
likely a background object and not associated with R3.
Using the mean polarization fraction, we derive a
viewing angle of θ & 52◦ for R3, see Figure 13. Purely
from a visual inspection, one would probably expect the
relic to be viewed close to perfectly edge-on, consider-
ing it measures just 150 kpc across at its widest point.
Interestingly, the relic appears to sit exactly on-top of
the NW “interloper” gas clump/core. Whereas typi-
cally, shock fronts should lead gas cores. We see no gas
cores on either side of the relic. Therefore, the position-
ing of the radio shock front/relic perhaps implies that
the shock plane is located in front or behind the NW
“interloper” and just projected on top of it.
Figure 18: Subaru optical BRz color image (Medezinski
et al. 2016) around relic R3 with radio contours overlaid.
The blue and red radio contours are from the 10′′ uv-
tapered and robust=0 1–4 GHz wide-band images, re-
spectively. Contour levels are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .] ×
3σrms (blue) and [1, 4, 8, . . .]× 4σrms (red).
5.2.4. Diffuse source R4
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Figure 19: 1.4 GHz monochromatic radio power versus
largest linear size (LLS) for a sample of known radio
relics taken from Feretti et al. (2012). ‘Elongated’ relics
are shown in blue. ‘Roundish’ relics are shown in ma-
genta. In black, and labelled with ×, are the four candi-
date radio relics discussed in this paper. The two dashed
lines represent the cases where P1.4GHz ∝ LLS (red) and
P1.4GHz ∝ LLS2 (green).
Diffuse source R4 consists of a small patch of diffuse
emission (Figures 1, 4, and 20). Like R2 and R3, it too
appears in the V13 observations, and even in the O07
325 MHz radio map, though it is partly blended with
the halo.
R4 measures just 50 × 30 kpc in size and is located
∼ 1 Mpc north-northwest from the cluster core. We
find no obvious optical counterpart in the vicinity, see
Figure 20. Most intriguingly, this small patch appears
to be highly polarized at ∼ 30%, with E-vectors aligned
perpendicular to the source elongation, just like a typical
radio relic. We estimate a monochromatic radio power
of P1.4GHz = (3.0±0.3)×1023 W Hz−1 for the source. It
is the only diffuse source other than R1 to exhibit a spec-
tral index gradient, with α steepening from ∼ −0.8 to
∼ −1.5 in the N-S direction, with an average integrated
spectral index of α = −1.34±0.24. This integrated spec-
tral index is consistent with the flattest spectral index
we observe under the assumption of stationary condi-
tions, i.e., Equation 8. Using the integrated spectral
index, Equations 7 and 8 we calculate a shock Mach
number of M = 2.62+1.76−0.50.
In the introduction, we mentioned three different
types of radio relics: giant radio relics, AGN relics and
radio phoenices. These can also be divided more gen-
erally, as in Feretti et al. (2012), into ‘elongated’ and
‘roundish’ relics. Elongated relics in this case simply cor-
respond to the standard giant radio relics we previously
defined. ‘Roundish’ relics consist of diffuse extended
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Figure 20: Subaru optical BRz color image (Medezinski
et al. 2016) around relic R4 with radio contours overlaid.
The blue and red radio contours are from the 5′′ uv-
tapered and robust=0 1–4 GHz wide-band images, re-
spectively. Contour levels are drawn at [1, 2, 4, . . .] ×
3σrms (blue) and [1, 4, 8, . . .]× 4σrms (red).
radio sources with more regular and roundish morphol-
ogy, although, some of them display complex filamen-
tary shapes. They too tend to be located at smaller dis-
tances from the cluster centre. The key defining feature
though is that of a steep and curved integrated radio
spectrum. It is thought they consist of AGN relics and
radio phoenices, though other explanations have also
been suggested such as buoyant radio bubbles.
A relation has been shown to exist between the radio
power of a relic and its largest linear size (LLS), with
larger relics possessing more power. For large relics seen
edge-on one would expect that the depth of a relic scales
roughly with the LLS and thus P1.4GHz ∝ LLS2. How-
ever, the correlation becomes more complicated when
‘elongated’ or ‘roundish’ relics are included. In Figure 19
we overlay the results for our four relic candidates onto a
plot of the radio power at 1.4 GHz against the LLS of a
sample of relics taken from Feretti et al. (2012). Shown
in blue are relics classified as elongated; roundish relics
are shown in magenta.
In general, elongated relics have greater radio power
than roundish ones, with the exception of A1664, A2256
and A2345-W, as previously noted by Feretti et al.
(2012). Both types can have low ∼ 1×1023 W Hz−1
radio powers, but of these, elongated relics tend to have
a larger size. Relics R1, R2 and R3 fall nicely into the
main elongated relics group. Source R4, on the other
hand, appears to fall into the ‘roundish’ relic category,
in particular given its small LLS.
Based on the morphology of the source and the fact
that it possesses all the trademark characteristics of a
radio relic we suggest this is likely a new ‘roundish’ relic.
Note that for a ‘roundish’ relic the previous calculation
of the shock Mach number is not valid. However, cur-
rently we lack the required high frequency observations
to determine if the integrated spectrum of the emission is
curved, which is the predominant marker for a roundish
relic. We therefore currently refrain from concluding
that this is indeed a newly discovered radio relic.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented new VLA radio observa-
tions of the cluster Abell 2744 at 1–4 GHz. Spectral
index maps of the cluster, with resolutions ranging from
30′′ to 5′′, were constructed to study the origin of the
diffuse emission in the cluster. In our images, we de-
tect the previously known radio relic R1 and radio halo,
along with three new diffuse sources, R2, R3, and R4.
Below, we summarize our results:
• The spectrum of the radio halo is reasonably well
described by a single power-law, with an inte-
grated spectral index of α3000325 = −1.32 ± 0.14,
though there is some evidence of a potential steep-
ening at higher frequencies. The spectral index
maps reveal the spectral index across the radio
halo to be rather uniform, although some steep-
ening seems to occur at the faint outer parts of
the halo. We do not find strong evidence for the
presence of an spectral index–ICM temperature
correlation, as was suggested earlier for the ra-
dio halo by Orru´ et al. (2007). The SE bound-
ary of the radio halo is relatively well defined and
aligns with the southern shock reported by Ow-
ers et al. (2011). Similar halo-shock edges have
been observed in other well-studied clusters and
this appears to be a more common phenomenon,
possibly providing important information for our
understanding of the formation of radio halos.
• For the main relic R1, we measure an integrated
spectral index of α = −1.32 ± 0.09, which is con-
sistent with previous measurements. We observe
a spectral index gradient across the relic’s width
which is indicative of acceleration in an outward
traveling shock, with radiative losses in the shock-
downstream region. We estimate a relic injection
spectral index of αinj = −1.12± 0.19 from a spec-
tral profile across the relic’s width, corresponding
to a shock Mach number of M = 2.05+0.31−0.19 un-
der the assumption of DSA. This value is found
to agree within the uncertainties with the X-ray
Mach number derived by Eckert et al. (2016).
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Relic R1 is polarized at the 27% level, with the E-
vectors perpendicularly oriented along the relic’s
major axis. Using this polarization fraction, we
determine the viewing angle of relic R1 to be
θ & 50◦, from which we constrain the geometry
of the primary NE-SW merger axis to be within
∼ ±40◦ of the plane of the sky.
• The newly discovered relic R2 is located to the
SE of the cluster core. Relic R2 is a ∼ 1.2 Mpc
long elongated source with an integrated spectral
index of α = −1.81±0.26. The source is polarized
at the 43% level, with the E-vectors perpendic-
ular to the relic’s orientation. From a Chandra
X-ray image, we find evidence for a possible den-
sity jump at the relic’s location. Fitting a broken
power-law density model, we determine a density
jump of R = 1.39+0.34−0.22, which would correspond
to a Mach number of M = 1.26+0.25−0.15. Using the
mean polarization fraction we derive a relic view-
ing angle of ∼ 70◦, corresponding to a merger axis
within ∼ ±20◦ of the plane of the sky.
• The new relic R3 is located to the NW of the clus-
ter and measures & 1.1 Mpc in length. This relic
is also highly polarized at the ∼ 30% level. For
the integrated spectral index, we measure a value
of α = −0.63± 0.21. The measured spectral index
value of −0.63 is one of the flattest recorded for
radio relics. Assuming what we measure is the in-
jection spectral index, this would correspond to a
high shock Mach number ofM = 4.04±1.4 (under
the assumption of DSA). Using the mean polariza-
tion fraction, we obtain a viewing angle of ∼ 52◦.
The orientation of the relic is peculiar, as it points
northwest away from the Northwest sub-cluster.
• We found a small patch of diffuse emission ∼
200 kpc north of the radio halo. The source, R4,
measures 50 × 30 kpc in size. The spectral index
maps reveal a spectral index gradient across R4
and it has an integrated spectral index value of
α = −1.34± 0.23. The source is also highly polar-
ized with a mean polarization fraction of ∼ 30%.
The source could be a radio phoenix or AGN relic
given its small size.
• The detection of two new large relics adds yet more
complexity to the already complicated merger his-
tory of A2744. The location and orientation of the
new relic R2 could suggest it traces a shock wave
produced when the main cluster core collided with
the Northwestern interloper in a SE-NW event.
The discovery of relic R3 seems to lend credence
to a minor off-axis merger event between two sub-
halos suggested by Medezinski et al. (2016), al-
though its precise location and orientation remain
puzzling.
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APPENDIX
A. SPECTRAL INDEX UNCERTAINTY MAPS, REGION LOCATIONS, AND T-T PLOTS
Figure A1: Spectral Index maps of A2744 between 1.5–3.0 GHz, tapered to resolutions of 10′′ (left) and 5′′ (right).
Contour levels are obtained from the 1.5 GHz image and placed at the [1, 2, 4, 8, . . .]×4σrms and 3σrms levels respectively.
B. MCMC CORNER PLOT
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Figure A3: Regions where the spectral indices were extracted. Top: Annuli to compute the spectral index radial profile
of the halo, see Figure 11. These annuli have widths of 15′′ (left) and 30′′ (right) and are overlaid on the L+S-band
combined images tapered to resolutions of 15′′ and 30′′. Bottom: The same images as in the top panel, but in this
case, boxes are shown in which we extracted the spectral indices, see Figure 10.
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